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There is an intimate relationship between (1) the set of all Tietze extensions of 
a given continuous function on a compact subset S of a locally compact Hausdorff 
space T to all of T, and (2) the set of all best approximations to elements of C,(T) 
from the ideal A4 in C,(T) consisting of those functions which vanish on S This 
relation is used, for example, to deduce that the Tietze extension map has a linear 
selection if and only if the metric projection onto M has a linear selection. It is 
known that the former holds whenever T is met&able. @ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and S a compact subset of 
T. The Tietze extension theorem (cf. [ 11, Theorem 20.41) states that each 
real continuous function g on S has a continuous extension d to all 
of T which vanishes off a compact set and has the same norm: 
ma4ddI L-S1 = max{ 1 g( t)l I t E 7’). In particular, the extension is in 
C,(T), the space of all real continuous functions f “vanishing at infinity” 
(i.e., (tE TI If( )I t > E IS compact for each E> 0), and endowed with the } . 
supremum norm 
llfll = sup{If(t)l I tE T). 
If T is actually compact, then C,(T) reduces to the space of all. real 
continuout functions on T, and is usually denoted C(T). For any g E C(S), 
we write 
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1.1. DEFINITION. For each g E C(S), let E(g) denote the set of all Tie&e 
extensions of g to C,(T). That is, 
E(g)= {fGdT)I fls=g> llfll= II&~~ 
In this notation, the Tietze extension theorem simply states that E(g) is 
not empty for each g E C(S). 
Next we define a subspace of C,(T) by 
M=M,:={fEC,(T))fl,=O}. 
It is easy to see that M is a closed ideal in C,(T). 
1.2. DEFINITION. For each f E C,(T), the set of all best approximations 
to f from M is defined by 
PM(f) := {g-w IV- gll =a M)L 
where 
It is a well-known result of Alfsen and Effros [ 11 that PM(f) is not 
empty for each f E C,(T). (This is also an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.3 below.) 
In Section 2 we prove that the set-valued mapping E is a contraction and 
admits a continuous homogeneous election. The main result of Section 3 
(Theorem 3.3) is a farmula relating E and P,. Namely, P,(f) = 
f- E(flJ for each fe C,(T). From this, one can deduce that P, has a 
continuous selection p which also satisfies p(af + g) = alp(f) + p(g) for all 
fe C,(T), g E M, and a E R. Also, P, is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz 
constant 2. The condition that E have a linear selection is equivalent o P, 
having a linear selection (Theorem 3.8). Using the well-known Borsuk 
theorem [3], we deduce that P, has a linear selection when T is 
metrizable (Corollary 3.9). Finally, some results are established which 
relate the condition that M be complemented with the existence of 
various types of selections for E and P,. In particular, we have shown 
(Theorem 3.10) that if M is complemented, then PM has a Lipschitz 
continuous selection. 
2. TIETZE EXTENSIONS 
In this section we establish a few properties of the Tietze extension 
map E. 
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2.1. LEMMA. (1) For each g E C(S), E(g) is a (~o~em~ty) closed9 
bounded, and convex subset of C,(T). 
(2) E is “homogeneous”; i.e., E(ag) = aE( g) for each g E C(S) and 
XER. 
ProoJ: (1) Simple to prove. 
(2) Let g E C(S) and CI > 0. Then 
Hag)= WGU’) lfls=ca lb-II= lb&4 
= +-trlf~ ‘XTL a-“fl,~= g, IWWI = lids) 
=+-GV) ISIS= g, llfll= II&) =a%). 
AISO, 
Et-g)= {f~GV~ IfIs= -c llfll= II-A) 
= -FfGO’Wfls=g> II-fll=llsllsS 
= - {.fGdT) Ifls= g> llfll = llslls> = -E(g). 
This implies that E is homogeneous. l 
Let Y be a subspace of C,(T) and let H denote the Hausdorff metric on 
the space H(Y) of all nonempty subsets of Y which are closed, bounded 
and convex. Thus for any A, B in H(Y), we have 
Ht4B) :=max{fzf: j;f lla-WI, ~9; fi! lb-bll). 
We now show that the Tietze extension mapping E: C(S) --f H(C,(T)) is 
Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant I. That is, E is a contraction. 
2.2. THEOREM. For any g, h E C(S), 
W%), E(h))< Ilg-hIIs. (2.2.1) 
ProoJ: Let SE E(g). Then fls = g and jlf/l = I/g//,. Choose any 
q E E(h - g). Then qls = h - g and llqll = Ilh - q/l s. Define the notation 
if r>b 
[Y]: := max{a, min(r, b) > = if a<rdb 
if r<a 
and set 
P(f) := u-(t) + q(t)1 ‘q& tE T. 
It is easy to check that p E C,(T). 
Claim: p E E(h). (2.2.2) 
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In fact, lip11 < llhlls and, for tES, 
p(t) = u-(t) + q(t)1 ‘!!‘/,i,,s= [g(t) + h(t) - g(t)1 ‘!!‘~~,,s= CWl’!!‘/l”h,,, = h(t). 
This proves the claim. 
Claim: lip-fll 6 Ilg-hIIs. (2.2.3) 
For any t E T, we consider three cases. 
G) f(t) + 4(t) E C - lVlls~ ll~lIsI. 
Then p(t) =f( t) + q(t) and 
k(t) -f(t)l = Idt)l G 11~11 = IV - ‘4s. 
6) f(t) + 4(t) > II4 S. 
Then p(t)= Ilhljs. But 
(2.2.4) 
Ilg-hIIs Ilglls- Il~lls= llg/ls--P(t)~f(t)--(t)> -4(t)> - llg--lls. 
That is, 
If(t)-At)1 G Is-Ms. (2.2.5) 
(iii) f(t) + 4(t) < - II&. 
Then p(t) = - lihll S and 
- Ilg-4lse -II&+ IWlls= - llslls-P(t)~f(t)-P(t)~ -q(t)6 Ilg-Ms. 
Thus 
I.f(t)-P(~I G Ilg-hII.* 
By (2.2.4), (2.2.5), and (2.2.6) we get 
I.f(t)-P(t)l G Ilk?-hIIs 
for all t E T. This proves (2.2.3). 
It follows from (2.2.3) that 
(2.2.6) 
for any g, he C(S). By symmetry, we also obtain 
sup inf IV-PII G llg-~lls 
PEE(h) fsE(g) 
for any g, h E C(S). Thus (2.2.1) holds. I 
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A selection for the set-valued mapping E is any function e: C(s) --+ C,(T) 
such that e(g) E E(g) for each g E C(S). 
By Theorem 2.2, E is Lipschitz continuous and, in particular, lower semi- 
continuous. By Michael’s theorem [lo], E admits a continuous selection e. 
Moreover, by a result of the authors [6, Lemma 3.11, we may also choose 
e to be “homogeneous”; i.e., 
In fact, if e is a continuous (resp. Lipschitz continuous) selection for E, 
define e” on C( 5’) by 
w-1 = 
iI 
f llflls[e(++($y if.f#O 
0 if f =O. 
Then it can be readily verified [6] that e” is a continuous (resp. Lipschitz 
continuous) selection for E which is also homogeneous. The proof of this 
fact uses the properties that E is homogeneous and “bounded”; i.e., 
sw{Ilg// IgNf)) d lIflls> .f-E C(S). 
These remarks can be summarized in the following corollary. 
2.3. COROLLARY. The Tietze extension map E admits a continuous 
homogeneous selection. 
In Section 3, we will see that a stronger result is available under certain 
conditions (e.g., if T is metrizable). 
3. BEST APPROXIMATION FROM CLOSED IDEAU 
Recall that 
M= (0 Co(T) Ifls=o) 
is a closed ideal in C,(T). The set-valued mapping PM defined on C,(T) by 
PM(f)= (gEMI llf-g/l =a W) 
is called the metric projection onto M. As noted in the Introduction, 
P,(f) # q4 for each f E C,(T) by [ 11. Since it is easy to verify that 
P,,,,(f) is a closed, bounded, and convex subset of M, we see that 
P, : C,(T) -+ H(M). 
The first result is a useful distance formula from any f~ C,(T) to 1M. 
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3.1. LEMMA. For each f E C,(T), 
4.L M)= llflls :=max{If(s)l IsESI. 
Proof: For any g E M, 
IV- gll 2 yEa; If(s) - g(s)1 = yEa; If(s 
Thus 
4f, W > llfll s. (3.1.1) 
Since f is continuous, for any E > 0 and s E S choose a neighborhood U, 
of s so that 
If(t) -f(s)1 < 8 for all t E U,. 
Since S is compact, there exist a finite number of points si, . . . . s, in S such 
that S c U; U,;. 
By Urysohn’s lemma we can choose g E C,(t) so that g = 1 on S, g = 0 
off U; U,,, and O<g<l. Then g:=f(l-g)EC,,(T), g=O on S, and so 
gEM.IftET\U;U,,g(t)=Oso If(t)-g(t)(=O.IftEU,jforsomei,then 
If(t) - dt)l = If(t) atI d If( 6 If(t) -fbJl + If( < E + llfll se 
Hence IIf- gl/ < IlfIls+s which implies 
4f, W < llfll s + E. 
Since E was arbitrary, 
(3.1.2) 
Combining (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) we obtain the result. 1 
The kernel of P, is the set 
ker P ~:={f~Co(~)IO~P,(f)}={f~Co(~)IIlfII=~(f,M)~. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 is the 
3.2. COROLLARY. ker PM = {.f~ GG”) I llfll = llfll d. 
We now state the main result of this section. It reveals an intimate 
connection between the set of best approximations to f from M and the set 
of all Tie&e extensions offl,. 
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3.3. THEOREM. For each f~ C,(T), 
In particular, best approximations from M to any f E C,(T) always exist. 
Proof Let g E P,(f). Then, using Lemma 3.1, h = f - g satisfies 
VII = llf- gll = 4A J4 = llflls 
and, for 2 E S, 
h(t) =f(t) - g(t) =f(fl 
Thus h E E(fj s) and g E f - E(fl s). 
Conversely, suppose h E E(f 1 S). Setting g = f - h we see that g = 0 on 5’ 
so g E M. Also, 
Ilf - g/l = llhll = Ilflls = 4J; w 
implies that g E P,(f). Hence h = f - g if - P,(f). 
Remark. It is worth noting that Theorem 3.3 can also be deduced from 
a general existence theorem established by one of us [4, Theorem 4.21. 
There it was proved that if A4 is any subspace of a normed linear space X, 
then 
PM(X) = x - HMI(X), x E x, 
where HM1(x) denotes the set of all “Helly extensions” of x relative to 
That is, 
HMl(x)= {yeX/x*(y)=x*(x) for every x*EM’, lly/I = I~xII~~~)~ 
where /JxIJ MI = sup(x*(x) lx* E Ml, I(x*ll d I>. Ef we specialize this by 
taking X=C,-JT) and M= {g~c,(T) lgl,=O), we obtain that N,i(x)= 
@xl,) and we recover Theorem 3.3. 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and H(Y) denote the collection of all 
nonempty subsets of Y which are closed, bounded, and convex. Endow 
H(Y) with the Hausdorff metric H. That is, for A, BE H(Y), 
H(A, B) := max(sup d(a, B), sup d(b, A)), 
l7tA hEB 
where 
d(a, B) := jsi lla- bJj. 
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A (set-valued) mapping E X+ H(Y) is called bounded if there is a constant 
c such that 
for each x E X. F is called homogeneous if 
F(ax) = ctF(x) 
for each xEX and CXER. 
A function f: X+ Y is called a selection for F if f(x) E F(x) for each 
x E X. A selection is called homogeneous if 
AC=) = ax) for each XEX, LXER. 
If Y is a subspace of X, a selection f is called additive modulo Y if 
f(x+Y)=f(x)+f(Y) for every x E X, y E Y. 
3.4. COROLLARY. The metric projection P, has a continuous selection 
which is homogeneous and additive modulo M. 
Pro05 By Corollary 2.3, E has a selection e which is continuous and 
homogeneous. Define p on C,(T) by p = I - e 0 R, where I is the identity on 
C,(T) and R: C,(T) -+ C(S) is the restriction map Rf =f\ S. From 
Theorem 3.3 it is seen that p is a selection for P, which is continuous and 




Fakhoury [S] and, independently, Holmes, Scranton, and Ward [9], 
have given nonconstructive proofs that the metric projection onto an 
M-ideal in a Banach space has a continuous homogeneous election. Yost 
[ 131 has deduced, more generally, that for a certain class of subspaces M 
which include the M-ideals, P, admits a continuous homogeneous elec- 
tion which is additive modulo M. Since each M-ideal in C,(T) has the form 
for some closed subset S of T, it follows that nonconstructive proofs of 
Corollary 3.4 were also given in [13] and (without the “additive modulo 
w statement) in [S, 91. 
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3.5. COROLLARY. The metric projection P, is Lipschitz continuous: 
fJ(PM(f)> P&f(g)) 6 w- g/l 
for all A g in C,(T). 
Proo$ Using Theorems 3.3 and Lemma 2.2, we obtain for any S, g in 
Cd T), 
Remarks. The constant 2 in Corollary 3.5 is best possible. This can 
seen, for example, by taking T = ( 1,2} and S = { 2 > so C(T) = I, (2) is the 
plane and M= {f~ C(T) If(2) = 0} is the “horizontal axis.” Taking 
f= (0, 0) and g = (1, I), we observe that PM(f) = 0, 
and 
WP,(f), P.&f(g)) =2 = w- $/I. 
It perhaps is worth noting that Corollary 3.4 can also be deduced from 
Corollary 3.5, the Michael selection theorem, and Theorem 3.4 of [6]. 
Another consequence of Theorem 3.3 is that selections of one type for t 
mapping E are equivalent to selections of a similar type for P,. 
proving this, it is convenient to isolate a key step that is used in at least 
three places in the sequel. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let p: C,(T) -+ A4 be idempotent (i.e., p2 = p) and additive 
mod&o 44. Then 
f-~(f) = h -p(h) (3.6.1) 
for all f, h E C,(T) with f Is = hi,. In particular, the function e: C(S) -+ 
C,(T), defined by 
e(g) :=f- p(f), g E C(S), 
for any f~ C,(T) with f 1 s = g, is well-defined. 
ProoJ Letf,hECO(T)andflS=hl,.Theng:=f-hEMso 
p(f)=p(h+g)=p(h)+p(g)=p(h)+g= p(h)+f-b. 
This proves (3.6.1). m 
640/64/l-5 
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In particular, p satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.6 if p is an ordinary 
(i.e., linear) projection onto M, or if p is a selection for PM which is 
additive modulo M. 
3.1. THEOREM. E has a linear selection (resp. Lipschitz continuous 
selection) if and only if P, has a linear selection (resp. Lipschitz continuous 
selection which is additive modulo M). 
ProoJ: We prove the statement about Lipschitz continuous selections. 
The statement about linear selections is similar, but simpler. 
Let e be a Lipschitz continuous selection for E. Then there is a constant 
A > 0 such that 
IMf) - 4g)ll d ~llf- A.9 (3.7.1) 
for all f, g E C(S). Define p on C,(T) by 
p(f) :=f-4fld 
By Theorem 3.3, p is a selection for P,. Also, 
lb(f)-p(hJll= Ilf-4fld-h+4hlsNi 6 If-hll+ IIe(flS~-e(hls)ll 
G Ilf-hll +W--hllsG(l+~) Ilf-hll 
implies that p is Lipschitz continuous. Further, for f~ C,(T) and g E M, 
P(f+g)=f+g-e((f+g)l.)=f+g-e(fl.)=p(f)+g=p(f)+p(g) 
implies that p is additive modulo M. 
Conversely, suppose p is a Lipschitz continuous selection for P,,,, which 
is additive modulo M, and having Lipschitz constant 1. Then by 
Lemma 3.6, the function e: C(S) + C,(T) defined by 
e(g) =f- p(f), 
for any f~ C,(T) with fl S = g, is well-defined. Moreover, by Theorem 3.3, 
e is a selection for E. 
For giE C(S) (i = 1,2), choose fi E C,(T) SO that filS= g, and 




= II -h, + ~(fi + h,)- PU-i)ll 
G llhlll + IIPU-i+h)-pU-iIll 
,<(I +A) llfhll =(I +A) II&T,-gg,/ls. 
This proves that e is Lipschitz continuous. 1 
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The next result gives a useful alternate characterization of when E 
linear selection. 
3.8. THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) E has a linear selection; 
(2) PM has a linear selection; 
(3) ker P, contains a closed subspace N such that C,(T) = MO N; 
(4) M is complemented in C,(T), say C,(T) = A&@ N, and the projec- 
tion P onto A4 along N satisfies III- PII = 1. 
Proof: The equivalence of (1) and (2) is contained i 
the equivalence of (2) and (3) is from Stoer [12] a 
[5, Theorem 2.23. 
(3) * (4). Assume (3) holds and let P denote the projection onto 
along N. Then since I-P is the projection onto N, l/1-Pii 3 1. 
DECO, f-P(f)ENckerP, so 
II (I- Pi’ fll = llf - P(f Ill = d(f - P(f )> M) = d(J; M) d llfll. 
ence /II- P/1 = 1. 
(4)=> (2). Suppose (4) holds. Let f E C,(T) and choose any gE PM(S). 
Then 
llf- P(f)ll = llf- g-P(f- g)/l = IIV-O(f- sill G llf- g/j 
implies that P(f) E Pm(f). That is, P is a linear selection for P,. 
It was proved by Borsuk [3] (more generally, see ugundji [7] an 
Arens [2]) that if T is (compact and) metrizable, then E has a linear selec- 
tion. However, their proofs are also valid in the locally compact case. This 
fact, along with Theorem 3.8, implies the next result. 
3.9. COROLLARY. If T is met&able, then P, has a linear selection and 
M is complemented. 
In particular, Theorem 3.8 implies that if E has a linear selection, then 
is complemented. We do not know whether the converse is valid. That is5 
if M is complemented, must E have a linear selection‘? However, we 
have a partial converse. 
3.10. THEOREM. If M is complemented, then E has a Lipschitz continuous 
homogeneous selection. In particular, P, has a Lipschitz continuous election 
which is homogeneous and additive module 44. 
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Proof. The last statement follows from Theorem 3.7 and the comment 
following Lemma 2.2. 
Let C,(T) = MO N, let P denote the projection onto M along N, and let 
Q=I-P. That is, Q is the projection onto N along M. Then by 
Lemma 3.6, Q(f) = Q(h) for eachf, h E C,(T) with fl s = his. Next define e 
on C(S) by 
for anyfg C,(T) withfls= g. [The notation [Y]: is defined as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.2.1 Since f- Q(f) E A4 for any f~ C,(T), when f~ E(g) we 
have that 
g=fls=Q(fls 
so g = e(g)ls and e(g) E E(g). That is, e is a selection for E. Next we verify 
that e is Lipschitz continuous. 
First observe that for a, b z 0, it is easy to verify that 
I Ct,l”,- Chl”,l G ItI - hl (3.10.1) 
and 
ICtlY,- [tlbbl d lb-al. (3.10.2) 
Now let g,E C(S) (i= 1,2) and choose fi E C,(T) such that fi Is = g,, 
hEE(g2-gg,h and setf2=fl+h. Thenf21s=g2 and ll~d = Ilg,-gIlIs. 
Let ~=max{I/gllls~ I/g211s). Then 
OGA- IIgillS~ llgI-g2llS (i= 1,2). (3.10.3) 
Using (3.10.1), (3.10.2), and (3.10.3), we obtain 
l14gI~-e(gdlI =II lIQCfJl’~;,‘~~,,,- CQ(f2)1’~/~211sll 
G II lIQ(fi>l !f&- CQWl”_,ll+ IICQU-III”_,- L-Q(fi)l% 
+ II CQ(fdltn - CQ(fdl’!+ /Ids~~ 
G IA- llglllsl+ llQ(fi)-QUA - IA- llgAlsl 
~2llg~-~g2lls+IlQll Il./-i-fzll 
=2/lg1-gg,ll.+ IIQII llhll =P+ IIQII, /lg,-gzlls. 
This proves e is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 2 + )I Q (I. 
Finally, by the remark following Lemma 2.2, we can arrange that e is 
homogeneous. 1 
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There are cases in which P, has a linear selection and is comple- 
mented, which do not require the metrizability of T. This is when either S 
or T\S is finite. That is, when M is either elite-codime~siona~ or finite- 
dimensional. 
3.11. COROLLARY. Let S= {sl,..., s,} be a finite subset of the /ocaily 
compact Hausdorff space T and let 
Ad= (f~ C,(T) if(sJ = 0 (i= 1, 2, . . . . M)). 
Then E has a linear selection given by 
and P, has a linear selection given by 
P(f) =f- f f(sJ xi, f E G(T), (3.11.2) 
1 
where (.x1, x2, . . . . x,) is any prescribed set in C,(T) having the property that 
0 <xi < I, xi( ti) = 1, and the supports of xi and xj are disjoint if i # j. 
Proof The existence of the functions xi is guaranteed by Urysohn’s 
lemma. Next note that the mapping e on C(S) defined by (3.11.1) satisfies 
e: C(S) -+ C,(T), e is linear, and e(g) EE(~) for each ge C(S). 
Theorem 3.3, the map p defined by (3.112) is a linear selection for P,W. 
3.12. COROLLARY. Let S be a compact subset of the (iocally) compact 
Hausdorff spare T such that T\S is finite, and let 
M={fGVlfl,=Qj. 
Then E has a linear selection e given by 
e(g)(t) = 
g(t) if l?ES 
Q if tE T\S’ g e C(S) 
(3.12.1) 
and P, has a linear selection p defined by 
P(f >=f-fxss fg Cd n (3.12.2) 
where xS is the characteristic function of S. 
ProoJ Since S is both open and closed, xs E C,(T) and e(g) E C,(T) for 
each g E C(S). The remainder of the proof is like that of Corollary 3.11. 
The last two corollaries along with Corollary 3.9 raise the natural 
question: Must P,,,, (or equivalently E) always have a linear selection? 
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